OUR VISION
To make Bishan Home the Home of choice in providing outstanding
holistic and compassionate Christian care in a conductive family
environment that is reassuring and encouraging.
OUR MISSION
To shower Christian love in a wholesome Christian environment to
enable the intellectually disabled residents and Day Activity Centre
clients in Bishan Home to receive compassionate Christian care and to
lead a quality life to the maximum of their capabilities.
OUR QUALITY STATEMENT
Through continual improvement, Bishan Home strives to provide
holistic care and to develop the life skills of our residents and Day
Activity Centre clients in order for them to lead meaningful lives.

Bishan Home for the Intellectually Disabled
Society Registration No: 2045/2007
Institution of Public Character (IPC) Number : IPC000210
Charity Registration Number : T07SS0102D
Unique Entity Number : T07SS0102D

Bishan Home was declared open by then Deputy Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong on
25th September 1999 and started operations the following month. The Home is a joint
effort between the Ministry of Social and Family Development (MSF) and BiblePresbyterian Welfare Services.

When Bishan Home first started, the Home was registered under the Bible Presbyterian
Welfare Services umbrella. In 2007 the Home was registered as a separate Society
and obtained Charity and Institution of Public Character (IPC) status in its own right.
Bishan Home is also a member of the National Council of Social Services. From an
initial population of slightly over 20 residents, the Home is now near full capacity of 126
residents. In addition to our residential program, the Home also runs a Day Activity
Centre (DAC).

The Home introduced its DAC program in 1999 as a social service in response to
appeals from desperate parents in the surrounding neighbourhood for such a program.
Initially, the program did not receive any government funding. It was only in 2005 that
the Home applied to National Council of Social Services (NCSS) to fund both the DAC
Program and its expansion. Expansion works to the DAC were completed in 2007 and
as at 2020 the DAC has 24 clients.

Message from our Chairman
This year has been a challenging year for all of us; the COVID-19 virus has upended
norms in just about every aspect of life. From the wearing of face masks to social
distancing, we are looking at a new normal in Singapore in terms of not only how we
interact with others, but also how we look towards a shared responsibility in protecting
each other through our actions and behaviours.
This period has seen many changes in the way the Home operates. Our residents have
been cloistered in different zones, with each zone not being able to interact with each
other. The volunteer activities have also been cut short, with many groups putting their
volunteer plans on hold for the time being while the Home recalibrates its volunteer
program. Visits by residents’ families, especially elderly caregivers, have been scaled
back for the time being. All things considered, it is a very different environment the
Home is operating in right now.
From the beginning of the pandemic, the Home has put strong measures in place to
protect residents, day activity centre clients and staff from the virus. The Home has
closely followed MSF/MOH guidelines and recommendations, particularly in the zoning
of residents and staff within the Home, as well as disinfection of the home. The Home
has also ensured its stocks of PPE and disinfectants are sufficient to meet our needs for
an extended period.
We are also grateful to the volunteers who have continued to volunteer with the Home,
albeit in a reduced capacity; the sincerity and heart for our residents has shone through
and become a beacon of hope for our residents.
Finally, I would like to recognise the immense job our staff have done in keeping our
residents safe. Not only have they provided quality care under difficult circumstances,
but they have also kept the residents’ spirits up throughout the circuit breaker period,
and subsequently Phase 2. It is this dedication that has given me the confidence that
with God’s guidance and wisdom, Bishan Home will be able to weather not only this
difficult period, but any storms that come our way.

Bishan Home
Management Review
April 2019 to March 2020
1.

Residential and DAC Clients Admission/Discharges
Admissions
There were 3 admission to the home last year.
Discharges
There were 3 discharges from the home last year.

2.

Caregiving and Training

2.1 Varicella Vaccination
Volunteer doctors Dr Janet Fung and Dr Kok Moo Ling administer Varicella
vaccines to staff. These include staff who have no history of Chickenpox and never had
Varicella vaccine before.

Volunteer Dr Janet administer Varicella vaccine to a
direct caregiver.

2.2 Collaboration with Mount Alvernia Outreach Clinic (MAOC)
91% of the residents received the Southern Hemisphere Influenza Vaccination
sponsored by Mt Alvernia Outreach Clinic. 76% of the staff received the Southern Hemisphere
Influenza Vaccination. The vaccines were administered by volunteer doctors Dr Janet Fung and
Dr Goh.

2.3 Residents’ Activities
Other than the usual programs, our Trainer introduced several new activities and
classes for residents.
(i) A new interesting activity, the use of iPad, was introduced to the residents and
day activity centre clients. They work in groups and enjoyed the iPad online
games sessions as they learn to manoeuvre and/or match the colorful images
around. This improves their cognitive thinking skills and social interaction with
their peers.
(ii) Craft Therapy / Social Gifting
The aim of the Craft Therapy is to empower our residents with intellectual
disabilities to be “craftrepreneneur from recipient to giver”. 15 residents were
selected to participate in this program whereby they were taught to do some
craftwork and displayed online for sale to attract buyers.
(iii) Fingers Play – Puppetry
20 residents were selected to participate in this program. We aim for
residents to improve on social interactive skills, make a puppet, manipulate a
puppet and hopefully, they will be able to present a puppet performance.

Puppetry class – playing with a puppet and
learning on gentle handling of a puppet

Lunch Outing for clients to learn and
interact in a social gathering

2.4 MSF Audit – Licence Audit
The Licence Audit on 21 – 23 October 2019 was called off due to a Chickenpox case
in Bishan Home. It was then held on 17-18 February 2020. This is the mandatory Licence
Audit where we are audited on the following domains:

(i) Resident Management
(ii) Resident Well-Being
(iii) Protection of the Resident
(iv) Incident Management
(v) Staff Management
(vi) Management of the Home
2.5 Staff Training
(i) The geriatric training course that runs in a series of 6 modules, completed the last
session in Jan 2020. The course helps the staff in understanding the geriatric
conditions, the challenges faced in looking after the elderly, the strategies to
manage burnt-out in looking after the elderly and the general care of the elderly
people.

One of the geriatric training sessions
by a geriatric-trained nursing officer
from Tsao Foundation.

(ii) The Standard First Aid + AED Refresher Training course is on-going to ensure that
staff are equipped with the knowledge and confidence to handle any emergency
situation.
(iii) Psychologist Tracey is running Behavioural Management Course for newly joined
staff. This aims to help them understand about Intellectually Disability, Positive
Behaviour Support, Documenting a Behaviour of Concern using the AntecedentBehaviour-Consequences Approach. She will be conducting further training
courses for other grades of the nursing/caregiving staff.
2.6 Staff Bonding Activities
Bishan Home celebrated 2 big festive events of the year – Christmas and Chinese New
Year.
Residents were brought to Orchard Road to soak in the Christmas spirit and to view
the Christmas lights. At the Christmas party in Bishan Home, they were treated to a
good festive meal. Staff enjoyed a Christmas party with Singing Competition and the
traditional Christmas gift exchange.
For CNY, residents were treated to a Lion Dance (kindly sponsored by Singapore
Polytechnic) and a CNY meal. Staff joined in a CNY Lo-hei dinner.

Residents and staff bonding during a walk along Orchard
Road during Christmas festive season

Social Work
1. VWOTS Transport Subsidies
The VWO Transport Subsidies aims to benefit PWDs attending our Day Activity Centre.
Transport subsidies for 14 DAC clients were processed on a monthly basis.
2. CHAS Cards
CHAS cards help to ease part of the medical expenses incurred with medical follow-ups at
GPs. To date, a total of 101 CHAS cards (blue and orange) has been successfully processed.
3. Medical Fee Exemption Card (MFEC)
Staff from Social Work Office also assisted families with Medical Fee Exemption Card (MFEC)
applications. To date, we have a total of 107 residents with MFEC cards. 14 residents do not
meet the criteria of MFEC application.
4. Mount Alvernia Outreach Medical Clinic Membership
Staff from Social Work Office assisted families to apply for Mount Alvernia Outreach Medical
Clinic (MAOMC) membership. The MAOMC is a community outreach initiative by Mount
Alvernia Hospital that aims to provide quality healthcare for disadvantaged people. To date,
we have processed membership cards for a total of 65 residents and 4 DAC clients (from
needy families).
5. Needs Assessment from NCSS
On 24 April 2019, Senior Social Worker coordinated a needs assessment session initiated by
Service Planning & Funding Group from NCSS. 4 key staff from Bishan Home sat in for this
session with another 4 selected caregivers in a separate session.
The objective of this needs assessment is to identity possible needs and gaps for ageing
persons with disabilities.
The scope of the discussion would broadly focus on the following:
a) Healthcare needs – what are they? Are they being met? Challenges to meet these
needs
b) Engagement and participation – How are the target group of PwDs engaged, type of
engagement and frequency of engagement, impact of such engagements and
challenges to get them engaged.
c) Caregiver issues – How will death of a caregiver affect the PwD, what is done to
prepare the PwD for it and challenges to find and train secondary caregivers to
prepare for the eventual
d) Overall – to examine if current services are able to meet the needs identified above
and what other concerns that is critical and important which are not covered in the
above areas

6. To-gather event on 27 June 2019
Time flies and we had our 3rd annual run of To-gather!, a get-together event with staff from
Zion Bishan BP Church , Zion Bishan Kindergarten and Bishan Home.
During the session, everyone bonded over many fun team-building games. Representatives
from both Zion Bishan Kindergarten and Bishan Home put up lovely song performances!
After the fun session in the church auditorium, the event ended with a hearty and yummy
lunch together.

7. Rice Donation
Volunteer Lawrence and friends helped us to raise 196 bags of 25kg rice after we posted an
appeal on our Facebook as our rice stock runs low.
Volunteer Helen from a temple also donated 50 bags of 1-kg rice to be given to needy
families of both our DAC and residential families.

8. Bless our City Grant
Senior Social Worker put up a proposal to Central Singapore CDC successfully for a grant
application for the programme, CDC-BHID Hardship Assistance Fund, under Bless Our City. A
total of $20 000 (in 2 tranches of $10,000) will be granted to needy residents for purchase of
diapers and food thickeners. 24 residents benefitted from this grant.
9. Satisfaction Survey
A total of 124 Residential satisfaction surveys were sent out to all 124 resident’s family. We
have received a total of 61 responses. The overall score of the whole survey is 4.35 which is
between “Excellent” and “Good” range. Thus, the collated feedback indicated that our
caregivers were generally satisfied with our service at BHID.
A total of 25 DAC satisfaction surveys were sent out to all 25 DAC client’s family. We have
received a total of 24 responses. The overall score of the whole survey is 4.10 which is
between “Excellent” and “Good” range. Thus, the collated feedback indicated that our
caregivers were generally satisfied with our service at BHID.

Community Partnership
Over the years, we have forged strong partnerships with our volunteers and community
partners. The importance of volunteers and community partners cannot be overstated.
Volunteers are vital to Bishan Home. They are always one of the key supporting pillars to
bring joy and laughter to our residents and DAC clients, enhancing their overall quality of life
here.

Highlights of Volunteer Activities
Event : Uncle Chua Ice-cream
Date : 8 April 2019
Venue : Bishan Home
Uncle Chua and his wife set up their ice cream truck at Bishan Home and served everyone with a
traditional cup of ice cream each. It was a wonderful experience for all of our residents as they
experienced queuing up for a scoop of ice cream of their choice. The ice cream were so delicious
that some residents can’t help but ask for more.
Our appreciation to the monthly generous donors who had made this experience possible.

Event : Easter Outing with Sunday School volunteers
Date : 20 April 2019
Venue : Marina Barrage
On 20 Apr 2019, our regular Sunday school and Sewing class volunteers brought some of our
residents out for a trip to the Marina Barrage to celebrate Good Friday and Easter Sunday. As we
boarded the bus, the weather was very gloomy and raining heavily, thankfully it got much better,
and the rain stopped when we arrived at the destination. During the outing, our residents got to
enjoy the beautiful scenery on top of the Marina Barrage, looking over the Singapore skyline and
breathtaking water view over the Marina Reservoir.
After the short walk around the Marina Barrage, both the residents and volunteers had some
games and sing-a-long session before having their lunch. During lunch, on top of the catered
food, our residents also got the opportunity to enjoy bountiful of yummy treats prepared for our
residents.
Before heading back, our residents had a chance to enjoy some water play at the water play
areas there. Not forgetting the many melodious songs we have sung on our way back home.
The volunteers were engaging and caring toward our residents throughout the whole session.

Event : Interaction Session with volunteers from Youth Corps Singapore
Date : 25 April 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
On 25 April 2019, volunteers from Youth Corps Singapore visited us and interacted with our
residents through arts in the morning with Art-bilities. During this session, our residents got
the opportunity to recycle used shuttlecocks and scrap magazines and transformed them
into pretty stalks of flowers. Our residents got the chance to decorate recycling bags prior to
the session. The volunteers were caring and engaging, our residents certainly enjoyed the
session and the company of the volunteers.

Event : Interaction session with employees from Bachy Soletanche
Date : 25 May 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
The volunteers from Bachy Soletanche brought down some delicious ingredients like ham
and cheese for our residents to try their hands at sandwich-making! Our residents made
many slices of sandwiches and shared them with the other residents as well!
After having their fill, they played some games together before ending off the session with a
beautiful ukelele singing performance by one of the volunteers.

Event : SHINE Carnival
Date : 8 June 2019
Venue : Hope Church (Singapore)
On 8 Jun 2019, we got invited to the annual SHINE Carnival from Hope Church (Singapore).
The event started with a mass simple Zumba session for our residents, which kept them
moving and warmed up for the various carnival games later on.
After we end the games and activities, hearty lunch and goodie bags were waiting for us
before heading back Home. The SHINE volunteers were very thoughtful, friendly and
proactive when interacting with our residents.

Event : Interaction session with employees from Appsolutely Technologies Pte Ltd
Date : 4 July 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
We are very thankful to have volunteers from Appsolutely Technologies Pte Ltd for coming
by to Bishan Home to have an engaging interactive session with our residents. We had a
session of fun and laughter through colouring and dances. During the interaction, the wellloved volunteers were friendly, fun-loving and brought many smiles to our residents.

Event : Care N Share Society
Date : 7 July 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
We are very thankful to all the volunteers from Care N Share Society and 獅城八海宫 for
bringing joy and excitement to our residents through a session of melodious oldies songs.
During the session, the residents got really excited playing musical chairs.
We would like to register our appreciation for the kind donations and snacks provided
through this session.

Event : National Day Celebration
Date : 14 August 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
On 14 Aug 2019, Wilson and Friends volunteered their precious time to celebrate National
Day 2019 with our residents and DAC clients. It was celebrated through a series of singing
performances, which brought joy and laughter to everyone. The magic show performance by
Eddy from Ednergy wow our residents, staff and guests too. Loy Kee Best Chicken Rice and
Mr Joel Mong also sponsored dinner and refreshments to our residents and caregiving staff.

Event : Interaction session with employees from BCA
Date : 27 August 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
On 27 Aug 2019, volunteers from the Building and Construction Authority (BCA) visited our
residents and donated cups of mixed fruits for their snack time. After our residents’ teabreak, the volunteers also performed a series of performances by their own performing
band. During the performances, there were a vast array of songs from different era being
sung, which triggered our residents’ dancing feet. Before their visit ends, there was also a
session of art & craft, both volunteers and residents creating paintings together with their
fingers tips.

Event : Interaction Session with Building and Construction Authority (BCA)
Date : 28 August 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
We were grateful to have volunteers from the Building and Construction Authority (BCA)
visiting us. Not only did they treated our residents with cups of yummy fruits to fill their
tummy, they also treated them with a series of performances by their own performing band.
During the performances, there were a vast array of songs being sung, which triggered their
dancing feet. Before they leave, there was also a session of art & craft, both volunteers and
residents creating paintings together with their fingers tips. The volunteers were all friendly
and warm towards our residents throughout their visit. It was indeed a memorable session,
and they will be genuinely missed by our residents.

Event : Interaction Session with volunteers from Airbnb
Date : 23 September 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
We were thankful to have volunteers from Airbnb Singapore for visiting us to design tote bag
with our residents. The tote bags were designed by following the stencils our volunteers
have prepared or even drawn free handedly. It included pictures like dogs, cats, birds,
merlion etc where different coloring materials are used such as markers, crayons, paints and
glitter (hot item used by residents). Our residents certainly love the colorful tote bags
designed by them.

Event : Sunday School Outing to Changi Boardwalk
Date : 12 October 2019
Venue : Changi Boardwalk
Volunteers from our Sunday School brought our residents to Changi Boardwalk for a scenic
walk and picnic. All our residents and volunteers enjoyed the beautiful scenery along the
boardwalk and we were very fortunate to have sunny weather on that day.
We had singing session and games where our residents and volunteers had fun bonding with
each other at the beach. After all the walking and activities, everyone was tired and hungry.
It was time for lunch under the cozy shade where everyone could replenished their energy
before going back.
We were thankful to Dr Janet Fung and all the dedicated Sunday School volunteers for
making this outing possible.

Event : Outing to Singapore Flyer with volunteers from Bishan Neighborhood Committee
Date : 16 November 2019
Venue : Singapore Flyer
We were thankful to have volunteers from Bishan Neighborhood Committee to bring our
residents to the Singapore Flyer. Our residents are amazed by the spectacular view from the
top of the Giant Observation Wheel. The volunteers shared with them about the different
key landmarks such as the Marina Bay Sands, Gardens by the Bay and many more. After
witnessing nice view from the top, our residents get to feast on Dim Sum at Sky View
Pavilion before heading back to Bishan Home.

Event : Interaction Session with Ciena Singapore
Date : 13 December 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (Dining Hall & DAC)
We were thankful to have volunteers from Ciena Singapore for bringing joy to our residents
and clients from our Day Activity Centre with Christmas carols and fun activities. The
volunteers sang Christmas carols such as “5 days of Christmas”, “Rudolph the Red Nose
Reindeer” to them and they definitely felt the Christmas spirit! The whole team came
prepared in red and were all dressed up for Christmas. Much effort were put in to even sing
a Chinese song for our residents.
After the singing session, volunteers and residents were engaged in musical chairs and
coloring session. The musical chairs put a smile on all of their faces as they were wondering
which player will be eliminated next.

Event : Interaction Session with NTU Chinese Society
Date : 18 December 2019
Venue : Bishan Home (Dining Hall & DAC)
We have students from Nanyang Technological University Chinese Society visited our Home
to bring joy to our residents and Day Activity Centre clients. The volunteers prepared a few
activities like a short skit with some animal friends, puzzle and coloring. We were thankful
to the volunteers for being so fun and engaging to our Residents and Day Activity Centre
clients. Our residents and Day Activity Centre clients truly enjoyed their presence and
donations.

Event : Interaction Session with volunteers from AG48
Date : 4 January 2020
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
We started 2020 with our friendly volunteers from AG48 and students from NUS-CSC coming
over to support this carnival-like event on 4th Jan 2020 (Saturday). They also prepared light
breakfast for our residents where there were noodles, hot-dog buns and cakes. In addition,
the AG48 volunteers also sponsored Mickey Mouse T-shirts for all our residents, which is
very timely for the coming CNY Year of the Rat indeed. We certainly hoped that all of the
volunteers enjoyed the day as much as our residents!

Event : CNY Celebration
Date : 30 January 2020
Venue : Bishan Home (MPH)
We had Chinese New Year celebration for our Residents and Day Activity Centre clients.
They were all dressed up in Mickey Mouse t-shirts as it is the Year of the Rat. We also
planned a few games for them such as “fashion show” and “ping pong telematch”. We had
volunteers from Pace Academy, Singapore Polytechnic to join in the fun with our residents.
The lion dance performance was the main highlight of the event. Everyone was engrossed
by the various stunts made by the lion dance troupe. A few residents even attempted to
imitate the moves of the lion dance performance.
We would like to register our appreciation to Pace Academy, Singapore Polytechnic for
coming down to celebrate this festive season together in our Home and also sponsoring the
lion dance performance and making donation to support our Home.
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Conflict of Interest Policy
All Board Members, and Staff Members of Bishan Home are required to read and
understand the Conflict of Interest Policy set by the Home, and are to acknowledge that they
have understood the policy, and that he/she will fully disclose to the Board any relationships,
interests or holdings that may result in a potential conflict of interest.
In a situation where a conflict of interest arises between the Home and himself/herself, the
Board or Staff Members with the conflict of interest is required to make a disclosure. He/she
will be excluded from any discussion or decision making pertaining to this matter.

